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The Alabama Jury Verdict Reporter
2010 Year in Review

  The 2009 Year in Review is back with its ninth edition.  At more than 500 pages, it represents the
cumulative and comprehensive study of Alabama jury trials -- only this volume is better because it
summarizes a remarkable nine years of data.  It looks at verdict results in an encyclopedic fashion, including
over twenty reports, chronicling all sorts of patterns, trends and categories, all with an eye towards valuing
and settling civil tort claims.

What’s Included?

Combined Verdict Summary Detailed won-loss percentages for every variety of case with 

average verdict results by category.  How often did plaintiffs win
car wreck cases?  In how many of the 28 Medical cases? Slip and Falls? 
It’s all in the Book.

Auto Negligence Report Won-loss percentages and average verdicts are presented not only

statewide, but also by region.  What were the biggest verdicts?

Medical Negligence Report The AJVR summarized all the medical trials in 2010 (28), with complete 

eight-year totals (284 since 2002). How often did plaintiffs win?  How often did
they win the death-medical cases versus the non-death?  Who were the 
attorneys that tried the cases? 

The Attorney List A summary of every attorney who tried a reported case from 2002 to 2010, 

sorted and included a brief description of the case type, 
county, party represented and result.  An exclusive report summarizes 
the lawyers and law firms that tried the most cases.

The Million Dollar Verdicts Who made the list in 2010? There were 13 this year and 242 since 2002.  

9-year totals are included.

The Case Index also includes the full text of the nearly 317 verdict results from 2009

The Essential Encyclopedia of Alabama Jury Trial Litigation

How to Order
The 2010 Year in Review volume is on sale for just $220.00 (shipping included)

To order by MasterCard/Visa/Amex - Call us toll-free at 1-866-228-2447
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